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Making and measuring profit has never been so easy. D'Addario & Company offers a host of resources to increase your turnover rate and help your bottom line.

**ONLINE TRAINING**

D'Addario & Company’s Online Training is back with a whole new look and feel. A simple, easy, and interactive way to learn about new and existing products, D'Addario Online Training is open to all retail employees. By expanding your product knowledge, you can become an expert on our products and check out some gear in the process.

**ONLINE ORDERING**

Available to music dealers 24/7, daddariob2b.com allows dealers to place direct orders on the company’s secure server at any time they choose, safely, easily, and receive 5% off the initial order as well as 2% savings on each subsequent order. Take advantage of features such as speed entry, xls order upload, order tracking, dealer specials as well as extensive info on all D'Addario products, making daddariob2b.com a true interactive tool.

**MERCHANDISING SOLUTIONS**

Accelerate your accessory sales with our stylish and space-saving displays — whether it’s the floor, the wall, or the countertop, we’ve got what you need to increase every sale!

**FREE!**

**FREIGHT DEAL**

Free freight is available on all orders exceeding $150 net value (Continental US only) INCLUSIVE of Evans drumheads sizes 22” and under. Just as a reminder, D’Addario pays for all COD tag fees—you don’t.

**NEW!**

**PRODUCT INFO & IMAGES**

D’Addario now offers a comprehensive and user friendly product information and image database that is ideal for use by both E-Commerce and Brick and Mortar retailers. Also included are “Launch Packs” that contain all of the information you need on new products – from images and sell sheets to advertisements, it is all just a few clicks away!

Username: Product_Images
Password: 8484must

If you prefer to use an ftp client please visit ftp.daddario.com and enter the same login information as above